Avalanche Forecast for Wednesday, March 11, 2020

The Bottom Line
The snowpack in our forecast area refroze overnight leaving a sliding fall hazard in steep terrain. The half inch of
snow that fell last night is unlikely to do much more than obscure the frozen surface. In wind sheltered terrain, the
new snow may have accumulated into small pockets of wind slab which will contribute to what is largely a long
sliding fall hazard kind of day. With the summit temperature remaining in the mid-teens through today, the freeze
line is likely to remain below ravine elevations despite some sunshine in the forecast later this afternoon. Crampons,
an ice axe and a strong conviction to avoid a slip and fall will be more than useful if you choose to poke into mid and
upper elevation terrain. Avalanche danger is LOW today with natural and human-triggered avalanches unlikely.
Avalanche Problem

A small amount of new snow last night may have formed thin wind slabs in sheltered, east facing terrain creating a
mosaic of softer new snow and icy refrozen crust. Any wind slabs will be small and probably fairly well bonded but
will do little to improve skiing conditions in steep terrain where they will be easily scraped off.
Mountain Weather
Yesterday, temperatures at ravine elevations remained above freezing for a total of 36 hours of melting and
settlement. In the past 12 hours or so, .45” of rain fell followed by 0.5” of snow. Today, temperatures are much
cooler with freezing temperatures from Pinkham Notch to the summit where the current temperature is 10F. Hermit
Lake and Gray Knob each reported a trace of snow with current snow temperatures 20cm down from the surface at
-7C at Gray Knob and -1C at Hermit Lake. Summit temperature today will remain in the mid-teens F with winds
diminishing to the mid-30mph range under partly sunny skies. Clouds will begin building again mid-afternoon.
Tomorrow brings clear skies in the morning with temps in the teens F and building cloud cover in the afternoon that
could bring another inch of snow. Wind will be from the west 20-35mph.
Forecast Discussion
This is the time of year when our snowpack becomes more unpredictable. As any veteran backcountry skier can tell
you, a difference of a few degrees Fahrenheit can make a world of difference in skiing quality and level of hazard.
We made it through the first warming in a while yesterday with no avalanches reported though snow was reported to
be sloppy in some areas and some minor wet loose activity. This is a good clue that frozen chunky snow, a.k.a.
death cookies, are also on tap today. Though valley temps may become spring-like this afternoon, an analysis of
modeled cloud cover and timing makes it doubtful that temps will rise enough to create enjoyable skiing at ravine
elevations. Cramponing and climbing conditions will likely be fine though plan to rope up early since very firm
conditions will exist in steep, mid and upper elevations such as Huntington Ravine.
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Please Remember: Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This forecast is just one of many decision making

tools. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel. Understand that the avalanche danger may change when
actual weather differs from the weather forecast. For more information contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the
Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake Shelters.

